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February 12, 2013 5 min Read Opinions Expressed by contributing entrepreneurs are their own. In their books Guerrilla Marketing Field Guide, their guerrilla marketing founder, Jay Conrad Levinson, and his wife and business partner, Jeannie Levinson, offer a step-by-step guide to launching a marketing attack that's main for success. In this edited excerpt,
the authors reveal the seven simple things you need to include making your marketing strategy a success. Marketing has changed dramatically since the first print announcement was published. That announcement was likely running in a local newspaper. More than likely, a grower told the publisher she had an extra cow and wanted to sell it. The publisher
said: 'Hey! I had a good idea. Let me mention this cow for sale the next time I publish my paper. The copy probably read: Cow for sale. $50. Contact Farmer Tom. The ad was run, the cow was sold, and marketing began. It's not quite so simple these days. But two things remain the same. The first is that you need a good idea of what you're selling and why
and why and who should be interested in buying. You also need a marketing strategy. Tom's Grower strategy was pretty simple: Selling a herd no potential buyers comes to see it -- and the herd. The benefit was a healthy benefit at a fair price. The high benefit was that a local person made the sale. The target audience was other growers in the community.
The weapon of marketing use was one ad in one newspaper. The farmer's niche was those of a local farmer with an honest offer. The identity of the advertising was straightforward and no-sense. And his marketing budget was most likely zero. Armed with that strategy, Farmer Tom sells his cows. Related: The Five Estrokes of MarketingToday, our world is
much more complex than Tom's Farmer, so it may seem like you need a complex marketing strategy. But in fact, your strategy isn't to be complex. In fact, such a strategy needs only seven simple phrases: The first phrase says your physical marketing act should be motivated. The second sentence spells out the initial benefits you offer. The third sentence
states your target audience or audience. Sentence the fourth state to what your marketing weapon has plans to use. In your fifth sentence, you define your niche or what you stand for: savings, service, quality, price, iniquity, nothing. The sixth sentence states personality to your company. Phrases seventh state your marketing budget, expressed as a
percentage of sales your project projects. Keep your strategy brief. A short marketing strategy forces you to focus on the people targeted by your marketing. Always start with the people and then work backward through the offering. Such a zero strategy of about the results you want to achieve, the way you plan to get those results, and the specific actions
you want your target audience to take. It provides you with a guide to judge all your marketing efforts for the next 10 years or 20. The Strategy Must written, and should not have titles, theme lines or copies. The strategy is desirable to copy specific marketing because it must be solid, yet flexible. Specific words and phrases pin you down. A strategy should be
developed as your guide, not as your owner. How to Do Your Marketing Work together you have written all seven steps and read it a couple of times, then put it away for 24 hours. It's just too important to be accepted -- or rejected -- always. See your strategy from a fresh perspective in a different day. Look if you still love it and believe in it. When is the best
time to change this strategy? The first time you see it -- before you've invested any money in it. After you finish it, haven't changed it yet for at least six months; Then do a review and see if you need to tweak your strategy. If you have it right, you may not need to make any changes for several years. They should be your approved strategy on board bulletin
bultin and emblazoned in the minds of everyone who creates marketing for you. Keep the handy strategy in a drawer, on your desktop, or in an accessible file so you can reach for it this time anyone presents even a small opportunity for your marketing. or when you have a mind killer yourself. Now that you know what we mean by marketing strategy, it's time
for you to create one for yourself. Ask yourself the following questions so you can create your seven-sentence marketing strategy: What physical act do I want people to take after being exposed to my marketing (click here, call a phone number, complete this coupon, or look for my product the next time they're in the store)? What initial benefits do I offer?
What competitive advantage do I want to stress? Who is my target audience? What marketing weapons will I use? What will my market niche be? What identity I want my business to have marketing budget will be _% of our project sales gross. Related: A Quick Guide to Naming Your Business A Marketing Plan is a product or market-specific, company-wide
plan that plans all activities involved in completing a marketing goal within a particular time frame. A formalized marketing plan in a written document that serves as a guide. A marketing strategy is a major component of the plan that identifies specific, actionable strategies to put the plan into effect. A marketing plan introduction depends on research to identify
specific target customers and how the company's products and services match up with the needs of those customers. Business dictionaries note that a marketing plan includes detailed action programs, budgets, sales forecastings, strategies, and project (proforma) financial statements. In its How to Create a Marketing Plan Guide, Entrepreneurs indicate that
a marketing plan varies from several pages for small businesses to hundreds of pages for large organizations. You can monitor progress towards goals by reviewing your plan with sales and production reports. A Marketing Plan current assessment of your situation. Carefully review your company's current status, marketplace and competitors. In addition,
current threats and opportunities that affect you in the market. After that, you want to set specific, measurable goals that guide the implementation of your plan and formulation of strategies. Increased awareness, improved market share and sales growth are the common goals you can measure. Finally, description of a budget is based on your goal and
determine how you will measure results after delivery of marketing messages. Marketing strategies explain how you will meet your marketing goals. The marketing strategy section of your marketing plan is your game plan for success. Diverse marketing guidelines and strategies offer blueprints for success. These strategies help a company identify what
benefits and values make its brand unique and better than the competition. An established position and communicate to consumers in marketing. The marketing mixture is a key strategic consideration. Small Business Notes calls the marketing strategy the heart of the marketing plan, and notes that the marketing mixture is a major component of a good
marketing strategy. The marketing mixture is often referred to as the P card in marketing based on the components of products, places, prices and promotions. For the product component, consider the benefits of products and services you offer. Set, known more as distributions, refers to the system of delivery to customers. Your price points should relate to
your position (e.g. low cost, value, high-end luxury or premium). Promotion is used in communication and media to communicate your position in the market. Supermarkets employ different strategies for different advertising situations, such as targeting specific demographics or promoting a certain type of product. Many marketing strategies exist, but just a
few basic rationals underwent most of them. The goal is usually to promote a good or service, but sometimes the goal is to draw attention to a political or social problem. The goal of most marketing campaigns is to convince a targeted group of people to buy a product or service. With political and social issues, marketing campaigns can focus on promoting a
candidate or helping a social organization change. Many marketing techniques exist, and advertisers mix and match to target different demographics. For example, a political campaign can use direct-mail advertising, television and commercial radio, and volunteer door-to-door encouraging a kandika. Some targeted marketing strategies achieve brand
consortance. Customers are more likely to buy a product with which they are familiar, so making your product a name in the house can increase sales. If the marketing is part of a political campaign, advertisers often show candidate's name quite encouraging a familiar feeling. Perhaps the most common marketing strategy is to form an association a positive
concept with the product or service. For example, if you wish to promote a vacation destination, your advertising might try to convince people it's relaxing and fun by featuring images of happy couples jerking off to the sun on a beach. Or, if you wish to promote a beverage, your advertising could feature thirsty-looking people drinking your product. While this
marketing strategy can be effective, it's important not to bembreaved claims, or people will get your campaign off-set. Use celebrities to promote products or services capitalize on their popularity to stimulate sales. Star sports, for example, often endorsed sneakers and other sportswear for sizzib fees. The goal is to give these products credibility. The hope is
that people will mimic the celebrity by buying the product or service. Marketing campaigns for charity often adopt this approach, their only goal is to use the celebrity status to draw attention to an important need or cause. Another common marketing strategy aims to entertain the target audience via humor or music. A smart joke please people and keep them
engaged even if they know it's a promotion. A catch song also draws people in. The best jingles become iconic. This advertisement strategy is simple to recognize but hard to achieve. Achieve.
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